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The commons then passed to the discussion of some practical
grievances, such as purveyance and wardship. Both were relics
of feudalism and both had long survived the reasons for their
original existence.  In a petition the commons summed up at
length the case against purveyance, of which Bacon said lo
James: "There is no grievance in your kingdom so general, so
continual, so sensible, and so bitter unto the common subject'.1
They mentioned that, in spite of thirty-six or more laws prohibit-
ing the abuse of this privilege, there were still many grievances:
that those responsible for requisitioning carts habitually de-
manded a number far beyond the requirement and exacted
money before discharging those not wanted; that victuals and
firing were taken at a price not greater than a fourth part of the
true value, and that not in ready money; and that warrants
were sent for excessive quantities of hay, straw, and oats, of
which the carriage alone often cost the subject twice; as much
as he received for his produce.  In seeking the support of the
lords, the commons struck a snag, for they found that there
the opinion was held that compensation to the amount of
£50,000 per annum should be granted,3 This raised a most im-
portant question of principle, for the commons felt that, if pur-
veyance was abused, there was no reason why compensation
should be granted for the surrender by the Crown of these abuses;
while the lords, voicing the opinion of the Crown, assumed that,
as the royal revenue was already inadequate for the king's needs,
no source should be abandoned unless an alternative were*
offered. There was much to be said for both sides, for unques-
tionably the Stuart monarchs, although extravagant, were never
in possession of sufficient revenue to perform the functions per-
tinent to their office. On the other hand, instead of presenting
the issue fairly to parliament, they preferred either to try to drive
a hard bargain with the national representatives or to rely upon
extra-legal devices to fill their coffers.
Wardship was in a position somewhat different from that of
purveyance. The right of the king to the wardship of tenants*
in-chief who were minors, to take the land of a minor into his
own hand, to pocket the profits, and to arrange the marriage of
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3 Commons9 Journals, i. 204. Sir Julius Caesar stated in xCio that wartixhip* wrre
worth to the king £60,000, and purveyance £40,000. (ParlwmmUny JMates in /6"/w,
ed. S. R. Gardiner (1862], p, 13.)

